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Current food consumption patterns are unsustainable.
They are a result of the influence of politics, economics
and sociocultural constructs. Food is an everyday
mundane that we need to decide on three or four times
in a day. This decision rather than building on an
informed choice is built on the complexity of demand
and supply, governed by the principles of industrial
revolution. In a post digital, “post food” scenario, we
propose a fictional technology called ‘Essen’. ‘Essen’
has the capacity to sustain a human being without the
need to eat food. In presenting it, our aim is to
question the trajectories of food through design fiction
to understand current food practices better and to
broaden our thinking on sustainable food futures.
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Introduction
Food is essential to life. Relatively, now technology has
also become part of the basic needs in urban scenarios.
Our life and our food are becoming increasingly
integrated with technology e.g. Uber eats1, RFID
embedded in food items, taste patch, loyalty card
schemes; a trend that we might expect to see continue
in the post-digital and beyond as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Integration of technology
with food and the transitions.
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Leon Festinger coined the
term in his 1957 book, A
Theory of Cognitive
Dissonance. He describes
it as ‘the feeling of
psychological discomfort
produced by the combined
presence of two thoughts
that do not follow from
one another’

The future of eating in the 21st century has been
imagined before in popular culture e.g. pills and food
popping up in machines whenever one wishes 2. Also,
with the food computer at MIT 3, it is already possible
to manifest desired qualities or tastes in the vegetables
through the control of moisture and nutrients. Dunne
et. al. have also imagined speculative food future in
[2]. How might life change if such technologies were
commonplace? What other more and less desirable
trajectories might we imagine food taking in the future?
What benefits might they bring to existing food
practices, or what new challenges might they
introduce? Answering such questions about the future
of food requires engaging with the present.
The food landscape is rapidly changing and is beyond
control and perception of consumers. Industrial
farming, fast food, ready meals, climate change and a
burgeoning population are some of the reasons that
make people wonder about the future of food and food
security. Technology also adds to this dilemma, with 3D
printing of food, in-vitro-meat made for consumption in
laboratories, plant based burgers that bleed like real
meat 4, being some of the recent technologies that
open up questions about what food means. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to imagine what food will
look like in the next century, or even in 20 years time.
In this paper, we present a design fiction called
“Essen”, an artefact designed to prompt critical
engagement with current food practices and future
trajectories through reflection on a particular food
design future.

The design task that we take up is to design a future
scenario that would fit within existing trajectories but
that do not rely on present technological possibilities
(i.e., to avoid constraining design thinking and to open
up possibilities for design, sustainability and society).
But fiction has to be relatable to the audience because
fiction can be provocative and provocation can result in
revulsion or shock. So, the design solution should be
provocative whilst at the same time familiar. Sigmund
Freud (1990) described this paradoxical reaction
humans have that invoke a sense of familiarity whilst at
the same time being foreign as ‘uncanny’ or the term
used by social psychologists, cognitive dissonance5.
The proposed artefact and the narrative surrounding it
would provide the required context to elicit responses
from people who interact with the fiction. The intention
is to steer towards questions about current practices,
technological trajectories, and effects on social life and
the environment, to imagine a plausible future.

Design of the artefact
We take a “post food” approach as an attempt to
reconsider, to provide an alternate to the present-day
culture leading to a new world, not defined by economy
and eating as necessity. While “post digital” might
make opaque the ways that our food practices rely on
and are shaped by digital technology, which takes care
of the practical work involved, in “post food” the
economic and physiological burdens no longer exist.
The famous saying: you are what you eat would not
hold true anymore. When there is a choice between to
eat something specific and not eat at all, it is more
probable that one would think more intrinsic about
how, why, and what, around eating. There would be
considerations that would be deeply rooted into the

cause, effects, sensibility and would be independent of
monetary or environmental cost, and nutritional
requirements.

Figure 2: Essen logo describing the
character of the device. It is an
integration of technology, ecology
and humans.

Figure 3: Layers of the device and
its constituents. Describing its
functionality. It has been shown
here on the arm of the person.

We have to consider the design of a new reality to
imagine eating in the post digital world. ‘Essen’ is the
essence of the future, food to the human of the 22nd
Century. An embedded, embodied device, a fusion of
synthetic biology and nanotechnology that automates
the provision of human nutritional requirements without
the need to eat. As Hayle says [4], the post human
view privileges information over materiality, considers
consciousness as an epiphenomenon and imagines the
body as a prosthesis for the mind. Essen would provide
the answer to move from materiality making it possible
to move up Maslow's hierarchy of needs [7].
Essen is a microbiome (drawing inspiration from Oxman
et. al. in [8]) that works symbiotically to our body
forming a Holobiont. The Holobiont as coined by Lynn
Margulis describes the entire cluster of individuals [6].
Essen is a symbiotic microbiome, combination of
bioengineered microorganisms that live on the surface
of our skin forming an outer layer as shown in Figure 3.
The organisms survive on our body heat and in return
gives us the micronutrients that are required to
survive, detoxify and live. The microorganisms are
engineered to produce life-sustaining elements,
absorbed by the body’s cells through its skin. Designed
to evolve and interact with specific environmental
characteristic to generate sufficient quantities of
biofuel, water, oxygen and light necessary for
sustaining life. Some of the properties of these
organism is to photosynthesize, converting daylight into
energy, others bio-mineralize to strengthen human
bone. It transforms specific elements or metals found in
the environment to convert to life sustaining essentials
of the body. Like a dip in the ocean would help it to

absorb water, sodium, calcium, mercury and other
minerals needed by the body but in small quantities.
The bioengineered microbiome needs daylight but can
be self-sustaining through embedded OLED Nano
technology. The organism grows by multiplying, selfdividing to an optimal size. When it meets the
requirements of the human being wearing it, stops
growing. It is a film like organic matter but embedded
with Nano technology connecting our technological
surroundings to us. The device communicates to us
through signals to the brain telling us if our body is
depleted in any mineral, nutrients or matter, indicating
what should be eaten or done to replenish. The
organism can be torn, reduced, styled, shared and
reused. These organisms will help us live like the
ancient microbes have inhabited the earth for millions
of years living in synergy with nature, environment and
human built. Through a reductionist point of view of the
device and the technology, it would be a promise of
health and optimism but technologies are without
meaning, the meaning of right or wrong is given to it
by humans. So, the question to answer would be how
will social interactions change. How will the Post Food
society be? Now it is for us to understand how would
such a device influence thing. How would a human’s
visceral need to consume be satisfied?

Approach
We hope to create provocation through design fiction (a
prototype, a video, and a narrative) that would
instigate questions and an openness to discuss a
plausible future. As Augur argues in [1] that
speculative design serves two distinct purposes: first,
to enable us to think about the future; second, to
critique current practice.
Engagement with the likelihood of radical change in
food practices in a short period of time can be an

effective way to provoke responses, connecting the
imagined future to the believable present. The
transformation projected has to be connected to
historical change. The design fiction would help open up
a dialogue to understand the trajectories for the future
and reflect on the present; of bigger processes and
systems that positioned with the possibility of
evolution.
Figure 4: Initial prototype with
transparent adhesive dressings and
live moss between the layers.

The design approach is speculative in nature answering
the ‘what if’ as a question. Engagement is an important
element, we would encourage people to wear the
device as shown in the initial prototype in Figure 4 and
5, and think about living with Essen in the future,
reflecting on what it is about the present that might be
different. The imagined functionality of Essen might
evoke rational and emotional responses from the
onlooker. We intend to engage various stakeholders
such as sustainability experts, food consumers and
policy makers with Essen. The design of the fiction will
evolve as it is shared and displayed in different
contexts. So, it’s future will depend on people’s
imagination, similar to how Pargman et. al. have
mentioned in [9].

Discussion

Figure 5: Prototype with embedded
strips of LEDs, micro vibrator motor
and Arduino. The prototype will
evolve to encapsulate the vision of
the concept through 3D printing or
other mold making methods.

It is not impossible to imagine a future that would
sustain us in our best of (vitality) health. People today
are open to self-tracking and taking on different diets
to feel healthier. The current wearable technologies are
already able to map our body’s vitals and physical
requirements. Also, there are technologies for alternate
ingestion of chemicals whether it is nicotine or
detoxification patches. Technology can help satisfy the
basic needs of human beings as seen in Maslow’s
pyramid taking away the burden and struggle of the
everyday. In considering sustainable food futures, this
is complicated by factors like money, time, and natural
resource. By considering if eating was optional in the
‘post food’ scenario, we ask more broadly what are the

important considerations in the future design of food,
and how we might open this up as a design space.
We perceive food as mundane and stable and although
Essen is a radical change, it exaggerates this quality of
stability through automation. In this way, we think it
might help challenge such perceptions and highlight the
instabilities and frailties in our current food systems,
including the natural cycles of seasonality and the
effects of climate on crop yields. Essen is fully
decentralised and sustainable, which we think might
bring to attention the unsustainability and insecurities
associated with the control that huge corporations have
on the food we eat right now.
Also, it would expose the role of the individual, the
required system and policy change needed for creating
sustainable solutions. For example, in [10], Thomas et.
al. talk about possibility of HCI influencing policy
change. The main aim of the project is to question the
possibility of a future that is not dependent on food,
demanding people to think of an alternate future. Food
is a central part of being human, and the post digital
perspective provides us with an opportunity to examine
what qualities of this we wish to design for in
‘tomorrows world’.

Conclusion
We are looking for alternate narratives that would help
people envision and design for a sustainable future.
This would guide us into making suggestions,
frameworks or principles on which future technologies
should be based on. Food is complex having layers of
socio - cultural, geographical and economic factors. We
need to try and understand the role technology might
play in the future to construct food, society and the
nuances of it. We presented the design fiction, Essen, a
bioengineered device that allows the wearer to be in
good health without the need of eating. Our aim in
illustrating this is to bring into question current
structures that shape how and what we eat, and their

social and environmental impacts, so that we can more
clearly think about designing for sustainable food
futures.
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